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Sermon for Pentecost 14 Year B 2021 
Wash Your Sins, Not Only Your Face 

 
 
My husband, Joe, used to tease our daughter as she was going off to take 
a bath—Wash your sins, not only your face! 
We all used to laugh, but he was actually paraphrasing an ancient 
Greek palindrome that is attributed to an early church father— 
Saint Gregory of Nazianzus. 
This ancient palindrome is inscribed around baptismal fonts from Paris 
to Istanbul . . . but it is most noted for being inscribed at a baptismal font 
in the great Hagia Sophia in Constantinople— 
built when Christianity had become not only legal but the official 
religion of the Roman Empire in its twilight time. 
 
Those of us who took the journey last year through 2,000 years of 
Christianity and surveyed other religions around the world, 
discovered that our rich and colorful histories are redolent with 
humanity’s persistent, fervent, and complicated pursuit of the sacred. 
On our trip in 2019 (pre-Covid days) to France and Italy, 
we had a reminder of how we humans have created some of the most 
breathtaking art, architecture, literature, ritual, and liturgies imaginable. 
We have healed, housed, fed, loved, and served each other. 
And yet we have also—in the name of God— 
have impoverished, tortured, colonized, enslaved,  
and decimated each other.  
We have murdered each other’s children,  
forced “nonbelievers” to choose between conversion and death, 
and burned each other’s houses of worship to the ground. 
 
It seems we human beings want religion not God. 
Or, to put it differently, humans too easily equate religion with a very 
particular, culturally determined idea of God. 
But our relentless desire to seek, serve, appease, or placate what we have 
defined as sacred or divine has not ever been a benign thing. 
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Religion has always had the power to elevate or ruin us. 
To make us compassionate and creative, 
or stingy and small-minded. 
To bring us peace or stir us to war. 
If our past teaches us anything,  
it is that we dare not treat our pursuit of God casually— 
the stakes are too high and the capacity of human sin  
to lead us to folly and false understanding is also high. 
What we profess and practice when it comes to religion 
really, really matters. 
 
In our gospel this morning, 
Jesus confronts a group of Pharisees  
who accuse his disciples of getting religion wrong. 
Specifically, the Pharisees ask why some of Jesus’ followers  
eat their meals with “defiled hands”— 
that is, why they eat without performing the ritual hand-washing 
expected of observant Jewish people before meals. 
 
To our contemporary ears, the accusation might sound trivial. 
But the Pharisees ask an important question, 
a question that gets to the heart of what authentic religion is. 
 
Consider their context: 
The first century Jewish people among whom Jesus ministers is an 
oppressed minority, living in an occupied land. 
How are they to keep their faith viable  
against the backdrop of occupation and colonization? 
In the midst of religious and cultural diversity, 
how should they maintain their identity? 
Their integrity? 
Their heritage? 
 
The Pharisees’ solution to the problem is  
to contain and codify the sacred. 
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How can God’s people best practice their religion  
among the surrounding pagans? 
They can create and maintain a purity culture— 
a culture that clearly delineates who is “in” and who is “out” 
who is clean and who is unclean 
who deserves God’s favor and who doesn’t. 
They can practice the ancient rituals of their elders down to the last 
letter, as if tradition itself is the gateway to holiness. 
They can refuse table fellowship with the “unwashed”— 
the tax collectors, sex workers, and other morally compromised sinners. 
They can set themselves apart exclusively 
as God’s righteous and holy people. 
 
This is religion as fence-building. 
Religion as separation. 
Religion as institution for institution’s sake. 
 
And Jesus, never one to mince words, 
calls it what it is as he quotes the prophet Isaiah: 
This people honors me with their lips, 
but their hearts are far from me; 
in vain do they worship me, teaching human precepts as doctrines. 
 
It’s a bit like saying, “wash your sins, not only your hands.” 
 
Now, it’s important to note that Jesus isn’t condemning  
ritual hand washing in this story. 
He doesn’t argue that all religious traditions are wrong or evil. 
What he indicts is the legalism, self-righteousness,  
the exclusivism, the “lip service” of faith  
that keeps the Pharisees from freely loving God  
and loving their neighbors. 
What Jesus rebukes is their elevation of ritual practice over mercy, 
heritage over hospitality, pious practice over compassion. 
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What he grieves is the Pharisees’ compulsive need  
to police the boundaries of their religion,  
based on their own specific definitions of purity and piety. 
 
It’s easy for us to look down or feel a bit smug when looking at the 
Pharisees, as if we in our enlightened modernity would never make 
those kinds of mistakes or think in those ways. 
But if we are honest, 
are we truly all that different? 
Don’t we sometimes behave as if we’re finished products, 
with nothing new to discover  
about the Holy Spirit’s movements in the world? 
Don’t we cling to spiritual traditions and practices  
that long-ago ceased to be life-giving,  
simply because we can’t bear to change  
“the way we’ve always done things”? 
Don’t we set up religious litmus tests for each other, 
to help us decide who’s in and who’s out  
based on conditions that have nothing to do  
with Jesus’ open-hearted love and hospitality? 
Do we fixate on the forms of pious practice  
we can put on display for others to applaud,  
instead of cultivating the secret and hidden life of God  
deep within our souls? 
Don’t we sometimes skirt around the basic truth  
that authentic religion is love of God and love of neighbor? 
Do we wash our faces clean (keeping up the appearance of religion) 
and refuse to let God wash our hearts,  
transforming us from the inside out? 
 
It doesn’t matter what specific forms our legalism takes. 
In some religious communities it centers  
around liturgy and preaching styles. 
In others it comes down to deifying one genre of music over another. 
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In still others, it might mean policing the political affiliations and 
allegiances of the members and their pastors. 
In some faith communities, lines in the sand have to do with women 
clergy, gay marriage, racial justice or economic equality. 
The guises vary, but in the end, legalism in any guise deadens us 
towards God and towards our neighbors. 
It freezes us in time, 
making us irrelevant to the generations that come after us. 
It makes us small-hearted and small-minded,  
even cowardly and anxious. 
It takes away our joy and robs us of our peace. 
It causes us, in Jesus’ words to “honor God with our lips” 
but to “worship him in vain.” 
 
So, what can we do? 
How can we discern whether our way of doing religion  
is life-giving or not? 
Jesus gives those who listen to him this advice: 
notice what comes out of you. 
Notice what fruit your adherence to tradition bears. 
Does your version of holiness lead to hospitality? 
To inclusion? To the kind of freedom that serves the common good? 
Does it cause your heart to open wide with compassion? 
Does it lead other people to feel loved and welcomed at God’s table? 
Does it make you brave, creative, and joyful? 
Does it prepare your mind and body for the love of God in Christ who is 
always doing something fresh and new? 
Does it facilitate another step forward in spiritual growth? 
 
Or . . . does it make us small, stingy and bored? 
Fearful, suspicious, withholding, judgmental . . . turned in on ourselves? 
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Like everything else Jesus offers us,  
his confrontation with the Pharisees is an invitation. 
It’s an invitation to consider  
what is really sacred and essential in our spiritual lives. 
It’s an invitation to go deeper— 
past lip service, 
past tradition, 
past purity,  
past just clean hands and a clean face. 
 
It’s an invitation to be “doers of the word”—not just “hearers” 
to let the words and teachings of Christ dwell richly in us, 
to have the words of Christ wash our sinful hearts  
and inspire and enable us to practice a religion of love  
for the widow, the orphan, the stranger, the outcast, and even the enemy. 
A religion of trust in a surprising, innovating, and ever-creating God. 
We worship the God of heritage and history, it is true. 
But, even more so we worship the God  
of ever-living, ever-changing now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


